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ABSTRACT

In this paper, we present an Adaptive Web-Based Intelligent Tutoring System using Mastery Learning, Logistic Regression and rule-based Techniques. To create a model for analysis programming skills in each level as specified in the curriculum, Logistic Regression approach was used to predict the probability of pass or the probability of fail of student enrolling in a JAVA Programming Language Course. According to the level of student knowledge, the main function of the system is the ability to automatically adapt and change content by the ability of the learner and also to organize learning contents in order to suit with the learner until he/she can have in terms of required skills. The experimental results showed that rule-based and Logistic Regression approaches can help student learning and reduce time consuming. To evaluate the preliminary prototype system, Black Box Testing and questionnaires were used to measure system performance and user satisfaction respectively. The results were satisfactory as followed: Means for teacher and students were 4.15 and 4.23, and standard deviations were 0.64 and 0.71.
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1. INTRODUCTION

Nowadays, with no longer barrier by space and time, a web-based educational system has been increasingly used to support students and teachers. Students can study their interested topics and selected courses though a web-based class to enhance their knowledge at any time and any place and also teachers can easily manage their online classes and monitor student’s performance through Internet as well. Although there are many benefits to use web-based educational systems to support in student learning, like information sharing and collaboration between students and teachers in a course, most web-based educational systems can rarely support interactive and adaptive abilities.

To enhance students’ learning, intelligent tutoring systems (ITS) are computer programs that are widely implemented so as to support and customized classes automatically without intervention from a human teacher [1]. During the rapid growth of the web technology, Web Intelligence is a promising channel of Artificial Intelligent issues and there are many ITS applications which are developed and applied to use in various educational level. For instance, a web based learning system, ActiveMath, was adapted in Mathematics to enhance long distance learning [2]. Moreover, Mastery learning is termed by Benjamin Bloom. It was based on differentiated and individualized practices, progress monitoring, assessment, and feedback to improve the process of classroom practice [3]-[4].

Therefore, the purpose of this research aims to develop an Adaptive Web-Based Intelligent Tutoring System using Mastery Learning Technique Logistic Regression and rule-based Techniques to support students in learning computer programming courses in case of Suan Sunandha Rajabhat University. Rule based approach and student information were conducted in this project to classify and suggest student’s learning. Moreover, this proposed system handled the problems in adjustment learning classes and materials for each student according to student’s performance.

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2 presents related works used in this work. Section 3 we describe the system architecture based on the purposed works and section 4 shows the results of this experiment.
Finally, the conclusion and future research are presented in section 5.

2. RELATED WORKS

A literature search shows that most of the related researchers have developed Adaptive Web-Based Intelligent Tutoring Systems to support learners in different courses by following this: A Web-based intelligent tutoring system, called BITS, was implemented by using a Bayesian network approach to support students in learning computer programming at the University of Regina [5]. E-TCL (an Expert tutoring system for teaching computer programming languages) can support teachers so as to cooperate computer programming language courses together and use agent approach in the project [6]. DEPTHS [7] collected track of every activity performed both by the student and the system to observe activities in the student model and UZWEBMAT [8] was designed, developed and implemented at secondary school level and implemented to teach subjects of probability unit. E. R. Sykes and F. Franek [9] presented “JavaTM Intelligent Tutoring System” (JITS) which was designed for students in their first programming course in JavaTM at the College and University level. According to Biplab Kanti Das and Saurabh Pal [10], the framework of intelligent tutorial system was presented as layered architecture which was assessed the relative performance of adaptive learning system over general classroom learning. The web-based learning system was adopted a hybrid technique with Bayesian Networks, Fuzzy Logic, and Neural Networks and composed in to three layers: the learning management, the learner modeling, and the user interface [11]. There are many models of a web-based intelligent tutoring system which are purposed and implemented [12][13]. The most of related research works concentrate on student’s learning knowledge than enhance and analyze student’s cognition. Hence, this research was adapted mastery technique with this system.

3. THE PROPOSED APPROACHES

To develop this prototype, Rapid application development (RAD) and Object-oriented principle were applied for using minimal planning in favor of rapid prototyping and users’ requirements were used as the significant issue to implement this project based on the needs of users.

The architecture of the system consists of 5 parts: the User Interface part, the Student part, the Teacher part and the Intelligent Tutor part, as shown in Figure 1. In the user interface part is consisted of two main functions: providing information to users and displaying diagnostic information. It receives input from the user and sends the information to the related parts for processing. For instance, student can register his/her profile through the user interface module, such as personnel information, email address, username and password, and etc., and he/she is assigned to take pre-test so as to initialize the student profile. According to Z. Jeremić and et al, the performance and learning pattern of student were represented in the Student part and also Comprehension–ability and Problem-solving skill was used to measure in this project [14].

The Teacher part allows teachers to set and determine teaching objectives and strategies. Besides, it allows teachers to indicate pre-test, post-
test and tutorial. The questions in this system are both multi-choice quiz and subjective quiz. Pre-test includes the groups of questions to assess prerequisite student’s knowledge. Post-test is evaluated the effectiveness of student’s knowledge after learning related tutorial. Furthermore, teacher can view students’ activities in his/her course. The intelligent tutor part interacts with students and teachers in pedagogy view and teaching strategies. It determines student’s individual characteristics and learning styles based on the result score of pre-test. After that the system evaluates his/her comprehensive by the result score of post-test. The repository is composed of database and knowledge as an important pool of learning and testing materials and Fig 2 was shown the overview of system.

To determine the model of student, the analysis of test-taking students was used to choose student into 2 groups: pass and fail.

\[
P_y(y=1) = \frac{1}{1 + e^{-x}}
\]

(1)

\[
P_y(y=0) = \frac{1}{1 + e^{-x}}
\]

(2)

\[P_y(y=1) = \text{probability of student pass the content}
\]

\[P_y(y=0) = \text{probability of student fail the content}
\]

\[x = \text{Independent variables}
\]

\[e = 2.17828
\]

and

\[\beta_0 + \beta_1 x_1 + \beta_2 x_2 + ... + \beta_n x_n = X
\]

When \[\beta\] is the intercept and \[\beta_1, \beta_2, ... \beta_n\] are the coefficients of interest.

then

\[
P_y(y=1) = \frac{1}{1 + e^{-X\beta}}
\]

(3)

\[
P_y(y=0) = 1 - \left(\frac{1}{1 + e^{-X\beta}}\right)
\]

(4)

4. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

In this section, experimental results were separated to 2 parts: developing the Adaptive Web-Based Intelligent Tutoring System and evaluating the performance and satisfaction of the application.

4.1 Developing the Adaptive Web-Based Intelligent Tutoring System

The experiment of this system was conducted at Computer Science Program, Suan Sunandha Rajabhat University, with freshman 120 students in Java Programming course I. Figure 3 shows the main page of this prototype. In this system, a teacher can create classroom and content. Student can registers in to the system and sends a request to the classroom until a teacher approves. After that student can learn the lesson, view materials and take a test divided in to 2 parts multi-choices and subjective quiz.

In subjective quiz for testing programming skill, student sends an answer file and the system will compile the answer file and check scores base on ruled base approach. In figure 4 displayed how teacher indicate the model of subjective quiz and figure 5 shown the result of the subjective quiz.
4.2 Evaluating The Performance And Satisfaction Of The Application

Black box Testing and Questionnaires by teachers and students were used to test and evaluate the qualities of this application. Black Box testing was assessed in the error of the project as following: functional requirement test, Function test, Usability test, Performance test and Security test. The ability of this application was evaluated by Functional Requirement test in needs of the users and Functional test was used to evaluate the accuracy of the system. Usability test was tested the suitability of the system. Performance test was used the processing speed of the system. Finally, Security test was evaluated the security of the system and Table 1 and Fig 5 were shown the results of Black box testing.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Teachers</th>
<th></th>
<th>Students</th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1. Function Requirement Test</td>
<td>3.71</td>
<td>0.66</td>
<td>4.12</td>
<td>0.71</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2. Functional Test</td>
<td>3.96</td>
<td>0.41</td>
<td>3.71</td>
<td>0.66</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3. Usability Test</td>
<td>4.23</td>
<td>0.61</td>
<td>3.97</td>
<td>0.64</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4. Performance Test</td>
<td>4.02</td>
<td>0.43</td>
<td>3.98</td>
<td>0.54</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5. Security Test</td>
<td>4.15</td>
<td>0.61</td>
<td>4.06</td>
<td>0.65</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Summary</td>
<td>4.05</td>
<td>0.56</td>
<td>3.97</td>
<td>0.64</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Means for teachers and students were 4.05 and 3.97, and standard deviation for teachers and students were 0.563 and 0.644 respectively.

4. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORKS

This paper presents the preliminary result showing a promising progress in this prototypes model for the ongoing improvement of an Adaptive Web-Based Intelligent Tutoring System. The proposed system can well manage at three stages: pretest, learning, and posttest stages according to student’s performance and students can enhance and improve their programming ability and also this system supports teachers in handle and manages their programming course. However, in term of the future experiments, we are looking forward to research about other techniques to enhance this project and the student’s learning behavior data will be analyzed to explore the learning behavior pattern so as to suggest the possible direction for improvement student’s performance.
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